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ment but only the right to participate in net
profits if there are any In addition to stools or
shares in public companies British Government
gilt edged securities worth £15 000 million were
Quoted on the Stock Exchange
The Return on Financial Assets
Each type of holding has obvious advantages
The fixed interest security brings ia a guaranteed
income the Ordinary Shareholder has no such
guarantee though in practice during the post war
period the risk of a decline in dividend was small
In a tune of inflation the risks attached to holding
fixed interest securities are in some ways greater
than those attached to holding Ordinary Shares
for while Ordinary Shares appreciate in market
value when there is inflation fixed interest securi
ties tend to fall in market value because the
Government is forced to increase interest rates as
an inti inflationary measure Furthermore in
the long run the growth of the economy tends
even without inflation to raise the value of
Ordinary Shares by increasing the value of coin
pames And lastly for investors who pay tax
at heavy rates on their incomes—and most large
personal investors in the Stock Exchange are rich
people—capital gams are worth more than income
in dividends So for private investors the Ordin
arySharewasamuehbetterbetinthel950s and
because Ordinary Shares were so popular the
yield on such shares—the ratio of dividends to
market value—fell below the yield obtainable on
Government securities (see table)
 and manipulated in an attempt to control demand
This policy was adhered to by both Governments
in the 1960s We see in the table that the rate on
Treasury Bills has kept in line with Bank Bate
In addition to influencing the cost of credit by
manipulating mterest rates the Government
influenced the availability of certain sorts of
credit through the credit squeeze At tunes it
made it more difficult for the binks to extend
their lending by operating on the banks liquidity
position and it also issued more or less strongly
worded requests that hanks should lestnct
growth of or secure a reduction in their advances
A form of monetary control which was parti
cularly important after 1950 was the control of
hire purchase By increasing or lowering the
P
roportion of the price which has to be paid as a
own payment and by reducing or lengthening
the tune over which repayments can be made the
Government was able greatly to influence the
volume of hire purchase transactions and there
fore the use of this particular form of credit
These controls of course only affect the rather
narrow class of goods—cars furniture washing
machines television sets etc—for which a sub
stantial proportion of sales are on hire purchase
terms In consequence the output of those hi
dustries concerned with the manufacture of these
goods fluctuated widely
The Effectiveness o£ Monetary Controls
Bunning through the Badehffe Report is a
scepticism concerning the likely general effective
PEPCENTAGE YIELD ON FINANCIAL ASSETS
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Most Ordinary Shares are held by private
individuals but increasingly in recent years
holdings by insurance companies and pension
funds have become more important because of
the growth of private superannuation schemes
Insurance companies and pension funds cannot
affo-d to take risks so the mam bulk of their
funds is still invested in fixed interest securities
but they have shown a growing tendency to in
crease the proportion of their funds invested, in
Ordinary Shares This switch by lowering the
demand for gilt edged securities relative to
Ordinary Shares contributed to the downward
pressure on the prices of gilt edged securities
Legislation was introduced in 1960 to permit
trusts to invest up to 50 per cent of their funds ib
the Ordinary Shares of large companies In the
same way this has depressed the yield on Ordinary
Shares and raised the yield on gilt edged
Historically the greater security of gait edged
holdings has normally been reflecued hi lower
yields If inflation is controlled, or if the prospect
of industrial expansion becomes less bright the
demand for gilt edged may increase and that for
Ordinary Shares decrease and the normal
pattern of yields may then return
Survey of Monetary Controls.
The post war Labour Government pursued a
cheaii money policy There was no major use of
monetary policy as an economic regulator Bank
Bate for instance was kept at 2 per cent through
out and the rate on Treasury Bills was only J
per cent Instead the Government relied on
controls and on fiscal measures to beep Inflation
in check For this neglect of money controls
there was in feet & very good case the pent-up
demand for goods was so strong and the funds
available to companies and individuals so large
that monetary restrictions would not have made
very much difference The Conservative Govern
ment retatroduced monetary policy in 1951
Bank Bate was raised—reaching a peak in 1957—
 ness of monetary policy both as an anti defla
tionary and an anti inflationary weapon of con
trol In the former case it is clearly difllcult
to encourage spending by making credit more
easily available if business prospects are so poor
that no investment looks profitable In the latter
case the Committee concluded on the use of
monetary policy to counter inflation in the 1950s
(para 469)
The obstructions to particular channels of
finance have had no effect on the pressure of
total demand tout have made for much in
efficiency in financial organisation
They went on to add (para 472)
"We are driven to the conclusion that the
more conventional instruments (eg   Bank
rate) have failed to keep the system to smooth
balance but that every now and again the
mounting pressure of demand has in one way
or another (generally ma the exchange situa
tlon) driven the Government to take action
and that the quick results then required have
been mainly concentrated on the hire pur
chase front and on investment in the public
sector which could be cut by administrative
decision    The light engineering industries
have been frustrated In then: planning and
the public  corporations have had almost
equally disheartening experience	It is
far removed from the smooth and widespread
adjustment sometimes claimed as the virtue
of monetary action    this is no gentle hand
on the steering wheel that keeps a well driven
car in its right place on the road
However  the Badcliffe Committee did recog
nise that monetary measures have influenced
confidence   In sterling    A rise in mterest rates
increased the attractiveness of holding sterling
balances and stern monetary measures were taken
as indicative of the Government s intention to
solve its problems without recourse to devalua-

